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Aerosol indirect effect in the Arctic
3.3 to 5.5 W m-2 when polluted and cloudy



Thin Arctic Cloud



Thin Arctic Cloud

Pollution makes the cloud a better
reflector, and the sun warms the sea-ice
and tundra less





Thin Clean Arctic Cloud
Poor blanket



Pollution makes the cloud a better
blanket. Less heat escapes to
space, which makes the Arctic
surface warmer

Thin Polluted Arctic Cloud
Good blanket



The forcing from this particulate pollution effect
3.3 to 5.5 W m-2 when polluted and cloudy
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Where work is neededWhere work is needed

νν We have identified a We have identified a sensitivitysensitivity in the Arctic in the Arctic
climate systemclimate system

νν Model studies are required to evaluate theModel studies are required to evaluate the
effectseffects







Current climate models cannotCurrent climate models cannot
reproduce the described effect. Thereproduce the described effect. The

effect applies to very thin Arcticeffect applies to very thin Arctic
clouds. Climate models cannot easilyclouds. Climate models cannot easily

create clouds this thin.create clouds this thin.



What is the history?What is the history?

AdolfAdolf Erik  Erik NordenskjoldNordenskjold 1876 in
Greenland:

“The sky was covered with a thin veil of
clouds, through which the sun shone
warmly, at times even scorchingly.  From
time to time this veil of clouds, or haze,
descended to the surface of the ice, and
hid the view over the expanse; but it was,
remarkably enough, not wet, but dry, --
yes, so dry that our wet clothes absolutely
dried in it.”









First IPY



QuestionsQuestions

νν Has Arctic aerosol warming been around forHas Arctic aerosol warming been around for
a long time?a long time?

νν If so, is the very recent warming not due toIf so, is the very recent warming not due to
aerosol?aerosol?



QuestionsQuestions

νν Are changes in industrial particulateAre changes in industrial particulate
emissions independent of changes inemissions independent of changes in
industrial COindustrial CO22 emissions? emissions?

νν Or are does one go up when the other goesOr are does one go up when the other goes
down?down?



SummarySummary

νν Industrial particulates make Arctic cloudsIndustrial particulates make Arctic clouds
better better ““blanketsblankets”” in winter. The forcing in winter. The forcing
appears comparable to the carbon dioxideappears comparable to the carbon dioxide
forcing.forcing.

νν Currently, climate models do not simulateCurrently, climate models do not simulate
this physics. Finer vertical resolution may bethis physics. Finer vertical resolution may be
needed.needed.

νν Arctic aerosol pollution was likely high 100+Arctic aerosol pollution was likely high 100+
years ago. This was when industrial COyears ago. This was when industrial CO22
emissions were still low.emissions were still low.
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